THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
Tourane to Hue. The Saigon-Nhatrang line was not finished until
just before the War.
These railway ventures profited their contractors and engineers, if
not the colony. Contracts had been drawn up without care for Indo-
China's interests. High interest rates, up to 12 per cent, added to this
burden. It took the financial distress of 1908, and much violent criti-
cism, to make the administration put in its contracts that interest
would henceforth be limited to 5 per cent. As with the monopolies
contracts, the colony was hopelessly bled, and always lost its numerous
lawsuits with unscrupulous contractors. Fluctuations in the piastre
accounted for some of the losses, but a criminal carelessness, a failure
to distinguish essential from sumptuary expenditure, the multiplica-
tion of budgets—all were responsible for this terrific leakage. The cost
often doubled the original estimate.
These graft scandals disgusted France with Indo-Chinese railways.
They were only profitable for the men who built them. There was a
marked reluctance, just before the War, to allow Sarraut to finish what
had already been begun. Railway building clearly reflected this changed
attitude. In twelve years, from 1898 to 1910, 2,000 kilometres had been
constructed, and from 1911 to 1928, a period of seventeen years, only
350 kilometres. The War cut Indo-China off from supplies and
materials, so that the public works of this period were principally
rwds. After the War, the rise in the piastre interfered with Barratries
projects, and it was not until just before the depression that railway
building was again resumed. The economic prosperity of the post-War
decade gave an additional and more reasonable impetus to a resumption
of railway construction. The need for labour on the Southern planta-
tions meant importing cooties from Tonkin. Completing the Trans-
iadochinols would help enormously in solving the labour problem.
Skm*s concentration on railway building was an additional stimulus,
especially in the long-neglected project of giving Laos an outlet to the
East. Siam, with half the population, had more railways than Indo-
China, and they carried almost three times as much merchandise^
which 'Consequently brought in much greater revenues. There a
natural fear lest Siam, by its railway enterprise, tap the resources of
Cambodia and Laos long before the French lines would be built. This
idea stimulated the completion of the Bmttemtwig-Pnam-PaJi line in
*933> to compete as well as to connect with the Siamese	from
to the Cambodian frontier. The discovery of Laotian
Ins lent a bcw importance to correcting Laos*& nttaral

